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Abstract
One of the main challenges of collaborative engineering and configuration processes is to
organize and consolidate the involved engineering knowledge, which is inherently distributed and
multidisciplinary. In order to support and automate the corresponding tasks for complex systemsof-systems, Airbus Group leverages ontologies and semantic web technologies.
The first contribution of the paper is a comprehensive methodology for an ontology-driven
product configuration process. The methodology integrates several ontology-based reasoning
techniques for validating the product specifications as well as the resulting product configurations.
For example, it provides guidance on how to use reasoning based on the Open World Assumption
(OWA) in order to cope with incomplete knowledge early in the configuration process.
The second contribution of the paper is the integration of a new automated reasoning approach
based on the Closed World Assumption (CWA). More precisely, the new approach allows hybrid
OWA/CWA reasoning that can be used for checking not only the consistency, but also the
completeness of the resulting product configurations.

1

Introduction and Overview

The engineering knowledge for building complex systems-of-systems like airplanes is distributed
over many engineering disciplines. Thousands of highly specialized experts have to collaborate in
designing and building an aircraft. The resulting fragmentation of knowledge is seen more and
more as a problem, as it complicates the elaboration of optimal overall solutions and makes it
difficult to detect inconsistencies.
To cope with this situation, Airbus strives to capture and organize relevant engineering
knowledge by building formal models, which can then be processed and checked by
automated tools. Semantic web technologies and linked data approaches are seen as
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important foundations in this area, as they offer powerful, distributed knowledge
representation formalisms like OWL 2 (Motik et al. 2009) and advanced query and
reasoning support (e.g. SPARQL (DuCharme 2013), Pellet (Sirin et al. 2007)).
However, the existing ontology-based techniques and tools are often used in isolated areas to
solve special problems. Overarching methodologies supporting the whole engineering process (or
at least important subprocesses) are still missing. Therefore, one of the contributions of this paper
is a comprehensive methodology for a critical part of the aircraft engineering process, namely, the
aircraft configuration subprocess.
Aircraft configuration means the tailoring of an abstract aircraft model to the requirements of a
certain airline customer, like Air Berlin, Emirates or Lufthansa. For example, an Airbus A320
airplane may accommodate 150 passengers in a typical two-class arrangement, and up to 180 with
high-density seating for budget airlines. These different cabin layouts have extensive implications
on other domains and vice versa, for example on the configuration of the lighting, the
entertainment system and the electrical wiring.
In addition to standard “catalog” variants, airline customers often have special requirements that
can only be satisfied by introducing special configuration options, resulting in a small-lot
production model. Compared to industry branches with mass-customized products, like the
automotive industry, the aircraft configuration space itself is much more variable.
To guide and automate the configuration process, our methodology provides support in three
areas (see (Bergner 2015)): Firstly, for modeling the knowledge of different domains about the
possible design and configuration options. Secondly, for integrating and consolidating these
domain models so that they can be used as a foundation for the subsequent configuration process.
Finally, for designing configurations that fulfil the respective customer’s requirements and enable
Airbus to build the corresponding aircrafts. We present the methodology in Section 2.
During each phase of the methodology, powerful reasoning services are indispensable to check
the correctness of the models and configurations. Thereby, reasoning services under the Open
World Assumption (OWA) are intended to check the consistency of extensible (and possibly still
incomplete) models. Thus, they are ideally suited for the early stages of domain modeling and
conceptual system design as well as for checking partially defined product configurations.
To check the completeness of finished product configurations, one has to switch to the Closed
World Assumption (CWA), which assumes that the specification information is complete.
However, closed-world reasoning and the transition from the OWA to the CWA are not supported
adequately yet. Therefore, we present a new approach for hybrid OWA/CWA reasoning that
allows the transformation of OWA axioms to CWA integrity constraints. Section 3 presents this
approach and relates it to existing approaches in the literature.
Subsequently, Section 4 demonstrates how the closed world validation step of our methodology
can be automated by a specialized tool, the closed world validator (CWV). In Section 5, an
application example shows the steps of the methodology and the application of the CWV.
Finally, Section 6 gives a conclusion and shows some possibilities for future work.
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Product Configuration Methodology

As already stated in the previous section, a comprehensive, ontology-driven methodology for the
product configuration process of complex systems-of-systems like aircrafts is still missing.
Existing approaches in the context of mass customization (Felfernig 2007) and the automobile
industry, like (Chevalier and Servant 2012) and (Badra et al. 2011), do not address the variability
of the aircraft configuration space that results from the necessity to continually integrate new or
changed configuration options based on special customer requirements.

Consistent and Complete

Open and Extensible

As depicted in Figure 1, our methodology for the aircraft configuration process consists of four
phases. Note that the phases are not performed strictly sequentially, but are highly iterative. This
is necessary because the configuration of an airplane cannot be worked out in a single pass.

Figure 1: Phases and Roles of the Ontology-Driven Product Configuration Process

• Concept Definition Phase: In the first phase, openness and extensibility are very important,
because at the beginning the knowledge is inevitably incomplete and has to be provided step
by step by various Domain Engineers (DEs). Together, they build up and gradually extend the
respective domain models, for example about cabin layout, lighting, electrical wiring etc. The
resulting “terminological” knowledge is represented in the form of OWL 2 “TBox” concepts
and axioms using existing ontology-modeling tools like Protégé (University 2015) or TopBraid
Composer (Waldenmaier 2011).
• Concept Validation Phase: The goal of this phase is to ensure that the models from the
concept phase are mutually consistent and sufficiently complete. To achieve this, Knowledge
Engineers (KEs) first check the consistency of the combined TBox model by performing a socalled class consistency check using an OWA reasoner like Pellet (Sirin et al. 2007).
Naturally, consistency alone is not sufficient – it only guarantees that the TBox is logically
correct, but not that its concepts can only be used to specify sensible aircraft configurations.
This may seem trivial (of course one can always specify all kinds of undesirable things!), but
in the case of aircraft specifications, due to their size and heterogeneity, it poses a real
problem. The situation is analogous to software engineering, where it is also easily possible to
write a complex program with no compiler errors that nevertheless doesn’t behave as intended.
To cope with this problem, software engineers resort to testing their programs based on
carefully designed test data. Our methodology follows an analogous strategy and uses test
instances for validating the adequacy of the specifications. These test instances (also called test
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“ABoxes”, because they contain so-called “assertational” knowledge about specific product
configuration instances) model desired or undesired (parts of) aircrafts. If an automated test
detects that such a desired test aircraft is inconsistent with the specification (or that an
undesired aircraft is consistent with the specification), this indicates a problem in the
specification. Automated tests like this are also very valuable for regression testing whenever
the specification changes, implying the use of an integrated continuous build and test
environment as a basis for the ontology-driven methodology.
Note that the test ABoxes may be used to validate the TBox model with respect to OWA and
CWA reasoning (cf. Section 3). An inconsistency at this stage either concerns a test ABox or
the TBox. The Knowledge Engineer may deliberately design test ABoxes that are wrong or
incomplete in order to validate the adequacy of the TBox model. If the respective OWA or
CWA reasoning service cannot detect such ABox errors or omissions based on the existing
TBox concepts and axioms, the knowledge engineer knows that additional or changed TBox
concepts or axioms are necessary.
• Exemplar Configuration Phase: The consistent and complete TBox model is the basis for the
exemplar configuration phase. This phase, performed by Configuration Experts (CEs), covers
the definition of a fully configured ABox product exemplar based on the specified and
validated TBox model. In this phase, the various TBox domain submodels guide the CE during
the customization of a specific airplane and support him to make decisions step by step. For
example, a CE working at Lufthansa could successively define the cabin layout, lighting and
electric wiring configuration of a specific A350-800 exemplar based on the general A350-800
concept models provided by the Airbus DEs.
• Exemplar Validation Phase: The exemplar validation phase starts with a (partially) specified
ABox product exemplar. During this phase, the CE may perform two kinds of checks: First,
OWA consistency checks to ensure that a partial ABox exemplar does not violate the TBox
specifications. Second, CWA completeness checks to ensure that the configuration is complete
with regard to certain domains or aspects.

3

Hybrid OWA/CWA Checks

As already stated in Section 1, the established OWL-based semantic services offer adequate
support only for OWA reasoning. Thus, they are ideally suited to cope with extensible, still
incomplete models during the early stages of the process, but cannot detect the incompleteness of
aircraft configurations.
In order to support the necessary CWA checks in a practical way, these checks should not
necessitate a reformulation of the ontology. Instead, they should rely on the already specified
TBox and ABox concepts and axioms used for OWA reasoning, making them so-called “hybrid”
checks. In the following, we show how such hybrid checks can be achieved in three steps:
3.1 Transformation of OWL 2 Axioms to Integrity Constraints, 3.2 Axiom Annotation, and
3.3 Providing a Special-Purpose Box for the resulting integrity constraints.
Based on these steps, Section 4 then shows how this transformation can be automated by a special
tool, namely, the automated closed-world validator.
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Transformation of OWL 2 Axioms to Integrity Constraints

There have been many approaches in the context of integrity constraint (IC) validation in the last
couple of years. The most promising approaches are in the field of auto-epistemic extensions
(Motik et al. 2007), (Tao 2012), (Katz and Parsia 2005) and are based on Reiter`s statement that
“constraints are epistemic in nature; rather than being statements about the world, they are
statements about what the knowledge base can be said to know.” (Reiter 1988).
The most advanced approach in this line was proposed by (Tao 2012). She suggests an Integrity
Constraint Semantics for OWL 2 that is different from the standard OWL 2 semantics (Motik et
al. 2009), but keeps the full expressivity of the underlying Description Logic SROIQ (Horrocks et
al. 2006). Furthermore, she proposes a concept for IC validation that includes the translation of
rules from ICs to DCQnot queries. However, instead of generating rules, her core idea is to
translate IC axioms into negated queries, so-called DCQnot queries. In case the IC is violated, the
knowledge base entails the query. Tao et al. have built the prototype IC validator Stardog (Clark
and Sirin 2013) as an extension of the OWL 2 DL reasoner Pellet (Sirin et al. 2007). Their
prototype reads ICs expressed as OWL 2 axioms and then translates each IC first into a DCQnot
query and then into an executable SPARQL query. This approach is already used in practice, but
has the significant disadvantage that the user still needs knowledge about the ICs and about how
to formalize them. This results in significant maintenance burden. Thus, in this paper the approach
from Tao et al. is used as the formal basis for an automated transformation from OWL 2 axioms
to SPARQL queries (for the automated, tool-based transformation mechanism see Section 4.2,
Automated Template Selection).
3.2

Axiom Annotation

(Schmidt and Lausen 2013) describe an example for axiom annotation. They propose a Boolean
flag that points out whether the axiom should be interpreted under OWA or CWA. This approach
combines FOL-based (first-order-logic) semantics by means of SPARQL with the RDF Data
Description Language (RDD) to specify constraints over RDF akin to Document Type Definition
(DTD)s for XML.
Another approach in this line is axiom annotation as reification (Miller 2004). Here, to each
chosen triple (Subject, Predicate, Object) a so-called annotation as reification is allocated. That
means the subject of a triple is a triple again – with other words “a statement of a statement”. For
our purpose, this denotes whether an integrity constraint is activated or not.
A disadvantage of using axiom annotation is that unmodified tools will process an IC axiom but
will ignore the annotation that indicates it is an IC. This means that ICs are processed in
accordance with standard semantics. This is acceptable for the purpose of this paper, as axiom
annotation is used in one and the same tool. The advantage of axiom annotation is that it lowers
the maintenance burden. To combine axiom annotation with the semantics-based approach from
Tao et al., our approach uses the Boolean flag for triggering the closed world transformation.
Thus, axiom annotation and axiom annotation as reification are used for automating the
transformation process in (cf. Section 4.1, Axiom Annotation).
3.3

Special-Purpose Boxes

The semantics of special-purpose box approaches is based on the notion of outer skolemization of
first-order logic formulae and minimal-model semantics.
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The core idea described in (Patel-Schneider and Franconi 2012) is to “directly state that the
extension of certain concepts and roles is complete by making them DBox predicates.” This
proposal eliminates the need for special semantics.
The approach from (Motik et al. 2007) is still on a conceptual level. We agree with his idea that a
certain subset of TBox axioms can be designated as constraints, but the question of how to
designate such axioms as constraints must still be solved. Furthermore, the approach has to be
transferred to practice.
We also agree with the idea described by (Patel-Schneider and Franconi 2012) that the DBox
should be made into the analogue of database tables to eliminate the need for special semantics.
The automated transformation process of this paper is based on (Patel-Schneider and Franconi
2012) and is described in Section 4.1, Creation of a Special-Purpose Box.

4

Automated Closed World Validator (CWV)

Existing standard reasoners do not support closed world completeness checks. Furthermore, the
transformation approach followed in Section 3 is also not supported by tools like Protégé or
TopBraid Composer. Thus, we have built the CWV tool demonstrator for automating the
transformation approach in three steps (see Figure 2 for the User Interface of the prototype).
These steps roughly correspond to the subsections of the previous section on OWA/CWA hybrid
checks, namely 4.1 Axiom Annotation and Creation of a Special-Purpose Box, 4.2 Automated
Template Selection and 4.3 Closed World Transformation.

Figure 2: User Interface of the Automated Closed World Validator (CWV)

4.1

Axiom Annotation and Creation of a Special-Purpose Box

First, the user performs the axiom annotation (Schmidt and Lausen 2013), (Miller 2004) . To do
this, the user selects a concept like “FirstClassBed hasLight Light” (see Figure 2, Axiom
Annotation subview) and triggers the closed world validation. Thereby, the axiom is defined as
closed, using the axiom annotation as reification approach (Miller 2004).
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The axiom with the annotation as reification is then stored in a separate, special-purpose CBox
containing the transformed constraints cf. (Patel-Schneider and Franconi 2012). By using a
special-purpose box, TBox concepts, ABox individuals and CBox constraints can be clearly
separated.
4.2

Automated Template Selection

In this step the system prepares the closed world validation based on the transformation approach,
relying on the operator 𝑇! for translating concepts. The example concept “FirstClassBed hasLight
Light” is translated as follows:
𝑇!   (∀  𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝐵𝑒𝑑   ⊑    ∃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡. 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)

For automating purposes, one result of our work (cf. (Bergner 2015)) is a list of SPARQL
templates for almost all OWL 2 axioms (Motik et al. 2009). These SPARQL templates are
formally based on (Tao 2012) as described in Section 3.1. The template for the example concept
is depicted in Figure 3 on the lower left side.

Figure 3: Example Constraint “Constraint 1: FirstClassBed has Light?”

With regard to our example, the system automatically selects the template for the concept
“FirstClassBed hasLight Light” which has been selected by the user in the previous step 4.1. To
choose the appropriate template, the system reads the RDF code of the property hasLight (see the
following code snippet in Figure 4).

Figure 4: Example RDF Code Snippet

Based on the information in the code snippet, the system chooses the ObjectProperty template
from the template list and generates the constraint via filling in the transformation parameters (see
lower right side of Figure 3).
4.3

Closed World Validation

The prototype performs the closed world validation by using the Jena API (Foundation 2011) in
combination with SPARQL (DuCharme 2013). The automated closed world transformation is
realized by using SPARQL templates (see Figure 3) which are then transformed to constraints in
the form of SPIN templates using the TopBraid SPIN API (Knublauch 2014). To perform the
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closed world validation, a SPARQL query engine is used which executes the SPARQL query and
returns the results to the “Results” subview of the CWV (see Figure 2). Thus, the user knows
whether his defined ABox is specified completely.

5

Application Example

In order to illustrate the ontology-driven product configuration process, we use a minimal,
simplified example. Based on this example, we show how the single steps of our methodology are
performed.
5.1

Concept Definition

The process starts with the ontology-based specification of terminological knowledge as TBox
concepts and is performed using an ontology-modeling tool like Protégé or TopBraid Composer.
In our example, we assume that some Domain Engineers have contributed initial TBox concepts
for cabin layout entities like seats and beds, while other Domain Engineers have likewise
contributed initial concepts for the lighting subsystem, specifying the locations and types of lights.
Of course, these domains are not independent from each other, because, for example, each first
class bed needs a special kind of light (see Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 5: First Class Bed with Light

5.2

FirstClassBed   ⊑ Bed

(1)

FirstClassSeat   ⊑ Seat

(2)

Seat  ⨅  Bed   ≡ ∅

(3)

𝐹𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠Bed    Seat  

(4)

FirstClassBed  hasLight  Light

(5)

Light  isLightOf  FirstClassBed  

(6)

Figure 6: Initial Set of Concepts

Concept Validation

Based on the initial (slightly flawed) set of concepts, the process continues with the Concept
Validation phase, which is itself divided into Concept Consistency Validation, Open World
Validation and Closed World Validation.
5.2.1

Concept Consistency Validation

The Knowledge Engineer checks whether the specified TBox concepts are consistent with each
other, that is, whether it is possible to specify an individual that satisfies all concepts. It is easy to
see that the initial concepts given in the example are inconsistent: According to (1), FirstClassBed
is a subclass of Bed. Furthermore, according to (3), a FirstClassBed is no Seat, as the intersection
of Seat and Bed is defined as empty. However, another Domain Engineer has specified in (4) that
FirstClassBed is also a subclass of Seat.
To perform the Concept Consistency Validation, the Knowledge Engineer triggers the class
consistency check in the reasoner (Hitzler et al. 2007), which returns with feedback like: “Class
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Consistency check failed. FirstClassBed may either be a subclass of Seat or Bed. Please adapt
your concepts.”
In our example, the Knowledge engineer might resolve this conflict by dropping the requirement
(4) that a FirstClassBed is a subclass of Seat. By doing so, he admits that a first class bed may not
be considered as a kind of seat.
The class consistency check allows detecting and removing inconsistencies at an early stage.
Therefore, this check will also be used by Domain Engineers to obtain concepts that are consistent
within their own domains.
5.2.2

Open World Validation

The Knowledge Engineer performs the OWA concept validation. To do this, he first specifies test
ABox exemplars. With respect to the example, he prepares a minimal test ABox like this:
1. A test ABox individual „FirstClassBed(FirstClassBed1)“ for the concept „FirstClassBed“.
2. A test ABox individual „Light(Light1)“ for the concept “Light”.
3. Link both individuals via the object property “hasLight: FirstClassBed(FirstClassBed1)
hasLight Light(Light1)”.
The open world concept validation phase then covers the following checks (Hitzler et al. 2007)
which are performed automatically by the reasoner:
1. Knowledge
Inference:
It
is
inferred
that
Light(Light1)
isLightOf
FirstClassBed(FirstClassBed1). The Knowledge Inference is finished successfully.
2. Global Consistency Check: The individuals are globally consistent. The Global
Consistency Check is executed successfully.
3. Class Subsumption Check: No semantic inconsistencies in the specification of the
concepts are detected. The Class Subsumption Check is executed successfully.
4. Instance Check:
FirstClassBed(FirstClassBed1) and Light(Light1) are logical
consequences of the knowledge base. The Instance Check is executed successfully.
Based on these successful checks, the Knowledge Engineer gains confidence that the specified
TBox concepts are indeed sensible, because they are consistent with the intuitively correct test
ABox. Thus, he makes this test ABox into a regression test case to ensure that these checks must
also succeed for future TBox versions.
5.2.3

Closed World Validation

To perform the Closed World Validation, the Knowledge Engineer again relies on a test ABox
exemplar. With respect to the example, a minimal test ABox could be prepared like this:
1. He inserts a test ABox individual „FirstClassBed(FirstClassBed2)“ for the concept
„FirstClassBed“.
2. He inserts a test ABox individual „Light(Light2)“ for the concept “Light”.
The knowledge engineer performs the Closed World Validation by using the Closed World
Validator (CWV) proposed in Section 4. In the given example, it is obvious that the ABox
individual FirstClassBed2 is not linked to Light2. Thus, the knowledge engineer receives
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feedback from the CWV that the light of the FirstclassBed2 instance is missing. Note that this
result is different from the corresponding OWA validation, where such an incomplete
specification would have been considered as correct.
From the Knowledge Engineers point of view, this negative check result could be intended, as it
shows that the CWV can indeed detect an incomplete aircraft configuration where a first class bed
has no corresponding light. Thus, the Knowledge Engineer might make this test ABox into
another regression test case, this time with the expected test result that the Closed World
Validation fails for this test ABox.
By adapting the test ABox, the Knowledge Engineer might gain another test case, this time with
the expected test result that the Closed World Validation succeeds for the adapted test ABox (see
Figure 2).
3. He links the individual Light1 via the object property “hasLight:“ as follows
“FirstClassBed(FirstClassBed1) hasLight Light(Light1)”.
5.3

Exemplar Configuration

At this stage of the methodology the Configuration Expert begins with the product configuration.
Based on the specified and validated concepts, he specifies the desired aircraft configuration as an
ABox.
After completing the configuration information, the Configuration Expert has a digital model of
the airplane configuration that can be validated subsequently.
5.4

Exemplar Validation

The exemplar validation is the last phase of the ontology driven product configuration process. It
is divided into open world validation and closed world validation just as described in Sections
5.2.2 and 5.2.3. The only difference is that negative check results are never desired during the
Exemplar Validation phase, as its goal is the specification of a consistent and complete product
configuration.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have given an overview of a comprehensive methodology for an ontology-driven
product configuration process. It especially addresses the fact that the configuration knowledge is
not static, but may grow and change continually. The methodology covers this by introducing the
roles Domain Engineer and Knowledge Engineer for capturing and consolidating the design and
configuration knowledge in an iterative process. For the continuous validation of the
configuration knowledge, the methodology borrows strongly from the field of software
engineering, relying on test cases in the form of test ABoxes and on regression testing.
With respect to the methodology, the following issues could be addressed as next steps:
•

The methodology could be extended by specific guidelines for organizing and structuring
the knowledge about the product families, product lines and product exemplars at Airbus.

•

The methodology could be extended to cover not only the static airplane configuration
used for production, but also the dynamic (re-)configuration of the airplane and its
environment during the lifetime of the airplane.
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The second contribution of the paper is a new technique for hybrid OWA/CWA tests
based on the transformation approach by (Tao et al. 2010). Our technique makes it
possible to build automated tools that leverage the existing concepts and axioms of an
OWL 2 ontology for completeness checks according to the CWA.

With respect to the underlying concepts and formalization, the following issues could be
addressed:
•

Currently, a general decision procedure for IC evaluation based on the SROIQ description
logic is still missing. The approach from Tao et al. (Tao et al. 2010) only works for
knowledge bases that do not use the full expressivity of SROIQ. A possible direction
might be to explore other approaches such as tableau-based approaches.

•

Furthermore, it should be further investigated how complex expressions can be best
transferred to the closed world. Our approach principally supports complex expressions,
but not in a fully automated way.

•

We have also presented a tool to support the closed world transformation and validation,
namely, the automated closed world validator (CWV). As this is only a first prototype,
tool support can surely be improved:

•

The demonstrator functionality for the closed world transformation and validation could
be embedded as a plugin into a commercial tool like TopBraid Composer ME or Protégé.

•

The management and use of test ABoxes should be automated. Loading the different test
ABoxes for a certain TBox and executing the corresponding validations should be
performed by a continuous knowledge integration tool, similar to the execution of a
software regression test suite by a continuous (software) integration tool.
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